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Jesus is our Hope that does not disappoint.
 
“...and hope does not disappoint, because the love of God has been poured out within 
our hearts through the Holy Spirit who was given to us.”  (Romans 5:5)
 
As a child, waiting for Christmas morning was a hopeful, exciting time to discover what 
gifts Santa had left under the tree.  Would Santa bring me the one special gift put on the 
top of my Christmas list and had starred five times for good measure?  Yes, Santa 
always delivered the number one toy request, from a bike one year,  to the Little House 
on the Prairie book set, to a three level doll house, even if I did have to share it with my 
sister!  As a young child, hope in gifts from Santa did not disappoint!
 
But, as I grew up, I learned through experience that hope...hope in a happy perfect 
Christmas, hope in a bright smooth future, hope in a great job, hope in humanity, didn’t 
always pan out and instead created disappointment.  Everyone has experienced this 
disappointing hope.  You had hoped a loved one wouldn’t die.  You had hoped your 
spouse would remain faithful to the marriage covenant.  You had hoped your child would 
listen to your advice and have a bright future, instead of leading a life of destruction.  
Hope in humans or systems is limited and the disappointment can be limitless and 
overwhelming.
 
Even as Christians we may at times feel disappointed in Jesus because we hoped 
Jesus would take away our pain and suffering.  However, nowhere in God’s Word does 
it teach that hope in Jesus will keep us from experiencing pain and suffering.  Jesus 
Himself took on the greatest pain and suffering for all when He was crucified on the 
cross.  Instead, as followers of Jesus, when we go through pain and suffering, we are 
anchored in His hope, because He has suffered and conquered death to save us all.  
Immanuel, “God with Us,” shares in our suffering.
 
You see, following Jesus daily challenges every aspect of our lives because He desires 
to redeem every part of our lives.  The world teaches we begin transformation by 
“thinking good thoughts” and happiness will be the end result.  Jesus taught us both by 
His Words and His life a way that not only transforms us but ultimately redeems us.  As 
Paul puts it in Romans 5, we begin our transformation with suffering as suffering 
produces perseverance, and perseverance produces character and only then does 
character produce hope...not a wishful powerless hope but instead produces a hope 
that does not disappoint.  Jesus’ hope  transforms, Jesus’ hope redeems!
 
So, even in times where we feel hopeless, Paul encourages us, just as he encouraged 
Roman Christians, with the knowledge that God has poured out His love by giving each 
believer the gift of the Holy Spirit who helps to set our minds to the hope of salvation 
and what is yet to come.  (Romans 5:5; 8:24-25)
 



May you this Advent season, through the power of the Holy Spirit, be firmly grounded in 
the knowledge that Jesus is our hope, a hope that does not disappoint and that He is 
with us through the suffering to transform and redeem each of us completely!


